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ON SOME SOLUTIONS TO THE KLEIN-GORDON
EQUATION RELATED TO AN INTEGRAL OF SONINE

BY

STUART NELSON

Abstract. An integral due to Sonine is used to obtain an expansion for special

solutions W(x, t) of the Klein-Gordon equation. This expansion is used to estimate the

Lp norms | W{-, t)\v as / —*- oo. These estimates yield results on the time decay of a

fairly wide class of solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation.

1. Introduction. We intend to study the functions WUa(x), x e Rn whose Fourier

transforms are Wt¡a(y) = (l +y2)~a exp [-it(l +y2)112]. If a>n/A, the existence of

such functions Wt,a e L2(Rn) is assured by Plancherel's theorem. Indeed, Wt¡a is the

£2 limit of WUa_R as £ -> co where

(1.1) Wt,Ux) = (2fr)-« f       e>*y*Xp[-iftpll2]dy1---dyn.

We are interested in the behavior of the functions Wt¡a(x) for large values of t. Our

main objective is to obtain estimates on the Lp(Rn) norms || WUa\p as t -*■ oo.

This study of the functions WUa was begun by A. R. Brodsky in [3] where he

showed that many solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation satisfy an inequality of

the form

0-2) M-,011« = c,.„||»'(.«||..

Here the constant is determined by the Cauchy data u(x, 0), ut(x, 0) which must

satisfy certain regularity assumptions. (The amount of regularity required depends

on the choice of a and increases as a is increased.) Brodsky proved that for certain

values of a, || W^t.ailoo = 0(icl_n)/2) as /-»oo. This paper shows that for

a^(n+2)/4, ||H'i,a||0O = <9(rn,2) so that by (1.2) solutions u(x, t) decay like rn'2.

Such t'"12 bounds on solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation have already been

obtained by Segal [6, pp. 95-98] and also follow from Littman [9]. The advantage

of the present approach is that it requires fewer assumptions on the Cauchy data.

Much of the motivation for this study has come from I. E. Segal. He has posed

many fruitful questions and in [7] has made use of Corollaries 5.1 and 5.2 to deal
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with situations where the Cauchy data is not regular enough for the t~nl2 bounds

to be applicable. Another application of results from this paper will be given in [5].

This investigation owes its beginning to N. Levinson's suggestion that bounds

°n || Wj.alloo be obtained by using the method of stationary phase to estimate the

integral in equation (2.3) below. This was carried out in [4] with his guidance. The

present paper includes most of the results of [4] but is based on a different method

whereby the integral in (2.3) is approximated by an integral due to Sonine. This is

done in §2 and leads to an expansion for Wt.a, the terms of which are analyzed in §3.

In §4 we estimate the remainder term of this expansion and in §5 we arrive at some

conclusions about Wt¡a.

2. An expansion for Wt.a(x).   Suppose G e Ly(Rn) is spherically symmetric so

that G(x) depends only on x=(x-x)112. Then

(2.1) F(r) = (2tt)-nl2 f   e>xrG(x) dxy ■ ■ dxn
jRn

depends only on r = (r-r)112. Indeed, after switching to spherical coordinates in (2.1)

and doing the angular part of the integration (see Bochner [2, Theorem 40]) one is

left with

(2.2) F'r) = r~" j" p« + 1Ju(rP)G(p, 0, ..., 0) dp

where fi=n/2— 1 and Ja is a Bessel function of the first kind.

Applying this result to (1.1) we have

WUa.R(r) = r-> J*J P» + 1Ju(rp)(l +P2)~a exp [-/7(1 + p2)1'2] dp.

If a>(n +1)/A this integral is absolutely integrable over 0^p<oo so that

(2-3) WKa(r) = Jo   — Ju(rx) ,l+x2y-dx-

The integral (2.3) will be approximated by means of an integral due to Sonine:

f» v" + 1 K (t(1 -4-x2)1'2)
(2.4) Jo   ^-JM(rx)Ay| + ^2   }dx = T-X(r2 + rT2r*-%-,,-i(('-2 + T2)1/2)

where Kv is a modified Bessel function of the second kind. For t>0 equation (2.4)

is established in §13.47 of Watson [8] and by analytic continuation (2.4) holds for

Re t>0. If r = it, t>0, the factor /Tv(t(1 +x2)112) no longer decreases exponentially

and in order that the integral be absolutely convergent one must assume v>p.+1.

With this assumption both sides of (2.4) are continuous for Re t = 0, t#0, and

hence the fact that (2.4) holds for Re t > 0 implies that it holds for t = it, t > 0.

Rewriting (2.4) for this case we have

C°o   M + i K (it(\ +x2Y12)

(2.5) Jo   ^r Juirx)  ¿(1(^2)1'2); dx = (zO-V-^ÀV^OO

where « = «(/-, t) = 'r2 — t2)112 is positive when r > t and satisfies u= \u\einl2 when r< t.
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To use (2.5) to approximate (2.3) we need

Lemma 2.1. For  every  real number  a  there  exist  unique  constants  C0(a),

Cx(a), ..., CN(a), ... such that the functions BN¡a(z) defined by

nt\\ e~* - V r (n\ Kic+2a-i¡2(z)  ,   e~zBN,a(z)
yA-°) _2a Z-,   ^fcW       _k + 2a-l/2       "r"      TW + 2a + l

Z 7c=0 Á Z

satisfy

oo > |£v,a|e = sup{|£,y,a(z)| : \z\ £ e, |arg z\ Ú -*/2}

for every e > 0.

Proof. From the asymptotic expansion

«r/x      ("V12   ,(,     4v2-l
*»-y e-2{1+TT8F+---

(2.7)
(4^-l)--.(4v3-(2/V-l)a)

*ri  /0_\W Ti/ (zw + 1)|TV! (8z)w

we see that there are constants C(v, k) such that

^•^ z1,2zv      W        zv      Ä   z1,2zv + k      z1'2 ^\zv + " + 1/

and similarly,

e~' /2\"2£v+1(z)   ^CQ,+ !,*>-»   e-    I     1     \

z1/2zv + 1       W        zv + 1       fc4i    z1/2zv + 1 + fc       z1'2    \zv + N + 1)

(2.9) :

e~' /2\m Kv+N(z)   e_2    (     1     \
zl/2zv + iV ^ Zv + N     tzWU|zv + »+l|'

Now replace the first term of the sum 2?=i in (2.8) by the expression given by the

first of the equations (2.9). Next apply the second of the equations (2.9) and so forth

until the sum in (2.8) has been reduced to one of the form 2?=i CkKv+k(z)/zv + k.

Taking v = 2a-\ the existence of constants Ck(d) is evident. The uniqueness of the

constants follows by the usual argument for uniqueness of the coefficients in an

asymptotic expansion. For future reference we observe that C0(a) = (2/n)112.

To obtain the expansion for Wl>a(r) put z = it(l +X2)1'2 in (2.6) and multiply both

sides by (it)2ar-"x'' + 1Jll(rx). Then integrate over 0^*<oo. Using (2.3) and (2.5)

the resulting expression reduces to

(2.10) WUr) = 2 Ck(a)(it)-kha+k(r, t) + RN,a(r, t)
k = 0

where

(2.11) M, 0 = (ity'%(r2-t2r2y-^ + ̂ 2Ks.{n+X)l2((r2-t2Y'2),

(2 12)     R    (r rt -   f" X" + 1 I (rx\ eXp [~//(1 +^)ll2^N.a(it(l + *2)1'2)
iz.izj    xNta(r, t) - j^     —   Ju(rx) (ii)« + i((i +JC2um2o + iv + i ax-
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In deriving (2.10) we have assumed Aa>n+l in order that the integrands of (2.3)

and (2.5) be absolutely integrable.

Theorem 2. Let Aa>n—l and take the expansion (2.10) as the definition of

Wt.a(r)fort>0. Then

rVtJy) = (l+y2)-aexp[-it(l+y2y2].

Remark. By the way in which we arrived at (2.10) the theorem is clearly true

when Aa>n+ 1.

Proof. We first check that it is all right to use (2.10) as a definition of Wt.a- If

Aa>n—l the integrand of (2.12) is absolutely integrable. Hence all terms on the

right-hand side of (2.10) are well defined. That the choice of the nonnegative

integer N does not affect the definition of Wt.a is clear when 4a>«+l. That this

remains true when Aa>n— 1 can be seen by using analytic continuation for

Rea>(n-l)/4.
Now we check that the Fourier transform of Wt.a exists when Aa>n— 1. Taking

A' = 0in (2.10) gives

WW) = (2/rr)1'2-A2a(r, t) + Ro.a(r, t).

By applying (2.2) to (2.12) we see that R0.a(r, t) is the inverse Fourier transform of

the L2(Rn) function

r   , , _ exp[-it(l+x2)ll2]B0,a(it(l+xT2)

tAX) ~ it((l+x2)ll2)2a + 1

From Theorem 3 (below) we see that </<2a(-> 0 is in Ly(Rn) iff Aa>n- 1. This shows

W,.a is a sum of an F. and an L2 function and hence Wia exists.

By Plancherefs theorem, (R0.a(-, t))~(x) = Gt.a(x). Thus the conclusion of the

theorem is equivalent to the statement that

(2.13)      (2/7r)1'2(^2a(-,0rW = (l+Jca)-«exp[wï(l+r»)™»]-Gt>0(x).

We know (2.13) holds when 4a>n + l because we know the theorem is true then.

That (2.13) remains true for Aa>n— 1 follows by analytic continuation.

3. Analysis of the terms in the expansion. In this section we collect some facts

about the functions </>2a+k(''> 0 involved in the expansion (2.10).

Theorem 3. For every t > 0, >/is( ■, t ) is in Lp(Rn) if and only if -l/p <s—(n+l )/2

and in that case

||0,(-,OIIp - tnlpt'nl2 when l-s-2/p < -n/2,

~ (logt)llptnlpt-nl2    when l-s-2/p = -n/2,

~ fi-«/«"-»/* when l-s-2/p > -n/2,

wheref(t)~g(t)means thatf(t)/g(t) = 0(1) andg(t)/f(t) = 0(l) ast-^œ.
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For/7 = oo we have the slightly strengthened version:

Theorem 3'. If w = s - (n + 1 )/2 ¿ 0 then i/>s(r, t) is unbounded along the cone r = t.

Ifw>0 then i/)s(r, t) is continuous on {(r, t) : r e Rn and t>0} and

Us(-, OIL ~ W2)1,2r"/2      when l-s ¿ -n/2,

~ 2w-1r(w)tl~s   when l-s ^ -n/2,

where f(t)~g(t) means f(t)/'g(t) -> 1 as t -> oo.

Proof of Theorem 3'. From the definition (2.11) we see that the continuity of

i/is(r, t) for t>0 is in doubt only on the cone r = t where u = (r2-t2)112 changes from

the positive real axis to the positive imaginary axis. By looking at first terms of

power series for Kw(z) one finds that

(3.1a) lim xwKw(x) = 2w-yT(w) =   lim (ix)wKw(ix)   if vv > 0,
x->0 + X-0 +

(3.1b) lim xwKw(x) = co =  lim  \ix\w\Kw(ix)\ if w g 0.
x-»0+ x->0 +

The first part of the theorem follows easily from these equations. To complete the

proof we note that

W-.OIL = '1-s max (Aw(t), Bw(t))

where w=s—(n+l)/2 and

Aw(t) = sup \uwKw(u)\ = s\ir>xwKw(x),
r>t x>0

Bw(t) =   sup   \uwKw(u)\ =   sup  \xwKw(ix)\.
0<r<t 0<x<t

When 1— s¿ —n/2 we have \^w and the theorem follows from Lemmas 3.1 and

3.3 below. When 1 —*à —n/2 we have w^^ and the theorem follows from Lemmas

3.1 and 3.2.

Lemma 3.1. Ifw>0 then Aw(t) = 2w~1r(w).

Proof. Kw(x) is positive for x>0 and x-1(dldx)xwKv¡(x)=-xu'-1Kw-x(x)£0.

Hence

supxwKw(x)=  lim xwKw(x) = 2w~1Y(w)   by (3.1a).
x>0 x-*0 +

Lemma 3.2. If0<w¿\ then Bw(t)=2w~1r(w).

Proof. For w=| the result follows from z1/2£1/2(z) = (7r/2)1/2e-z. For 0<w<|

we have from §6.15 of Watson [8] that

z cosh o,»K M     2Tq)  r~ e-*°°°™
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when Re z^O. Since \e-ixmsh<>\ ̂  1 this implies

\(ixrKwiix)\ g I^l jo" _J_ M . Ä ^(x).

Now apply (3.1) to obtain the lemma.

Lemma 3.3. lfiw^\ then Bw(t)~(n/2)ll2tw-112 ast^œ.

Proof. The case w=\ is immediate from Lemma 3.2 so we assume w>\. Let

0<e<l. Using (2.7) take x0 such that (1 -e)(tr/2x)ll2< \Kw(ix)\ <(1 +e)(7r/2x)112

when x>x0. Next, using w—A>0 take jc». such that

sup    I^A-^/x)! < (l-eXw/l)1'8^"1'2.
0 < X < *0

If / > x0 then

(3.2) (l-e)(7r/2)ll2r-112 < \rKw(it)\ Ï Bw(t).

If z*>max (x0, JCi) we see from (3.2) and the choice of Xy that

sup    \xwKw(ix)\ < Bw(t)
0 < X < x0

and hence

Bw(t) =     SUp    \XWKW(ÍX)\Ú     SUp     Xw(l+e)(ir/2x)112 = (l+e)(7r/2)ll2tw-1l2.
XQ<X<t x0<x<t

Combining  this  with  (3.2)  we  have   1 -e<Ba(t)l(Tr/2)ll2tw-ll2< 1 +e  for  t>

max (x0, Xy) and the lemma follows.

Proof of Theorem 3. Let w = s — (n+1)/2 and define

/(r)=  ¡X \(r2-t2)1i2\wp\KwHr2-t2)ll2)\prn-1dr.
Jo

Then ||</<s(-> t)\\p = t1~5((onI(t))llp where cun is the area of the unit sphere in Rn. To

prove Theorem 3 it suffices to establish

Lemma 3.4. For every t>0,1(t) is finite ijfwp> — 1 and in that case

I(t) ~ /n+iKin-i/»    whenp'w-fi > -2,

~tn~2logt     when p(w — \) = —2,

~ z"1-2 when p(w — :2-) < —2.

Remark. In the proof we make use of the fact that fi(t)~g(t) if there exists a

constant c^O such that c_1/(/)ág(í)ác/(í') for all large t.

Proof. We break the range of integration for I(t) into the intervals [0, t] and

[/, oo). First let

/,.(,) =  P \(r2-t2)ll2\wp\Kw(ir2-t2)ll2)\prn-1dr

= n y^lKM^+y2)112)"-^ dy
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where we have made the change of variable y=(r2 — t2)112. Next apply the change of

variable y=(t2 — r2)112 to the remaining interval O^r^i to obtain

(3.3) /(0 = A(0+£ \iy\wp\Kw(iy)\p((t2-y2)mf-2y dy.

Since Kw(y) decreases exponentially as y -> co, the finiteness of Ix(t) depends

only on the behavior of the integrand at y=0. Using the fact that at y=0, Kw(y)

and |£M(z»| behave like y~iwi (or |logj| if w=0) it is easily checked that I(t) is

finite iff wp > — 1.

Now use (2.7) to choose b = b(w) such that y^b implies (ir/4y)ll2< |£„(00| <

(ir/y)112. For t>b split the integral appearing in (3.3) into the two parts

h(t) = foywp\Kw(iy)\p((t2-y2yi2T-2ydy,

h(t) = ^ywp\Kw(iy)\p((t2-y2y2Y-2ydy.

By the choice of b and the change of variable y=t sin 6 we have

¡•t [>M2

(3.4) I3(t) ~       yi(ft2_y2yi2y-2 dy = /i + »-i (sin 6yrcos ey-1 dQ
Jb Jot

where q=wp—p/2+l and 0t = sin_1 (b/t).

Let J(t)=ft12 (sin 0)«(cos Ö)""1 dd. If q> -1 then

/•«/a
lim J(t) =        (sin 0)«(cos fl)»"1 dd.
t-»<» Jo

For q= — \ we note that

í-ji/2 m/s

J(t)~\     (sinô)«i/o ~ 0«d6~ -log dt   ifq=-l,
Jet Jet

~ 0« + 1 ifq < -1.

Since b/tSOt^ "b/2t and log è - log í ̂  log 0¡ < log (77/7/2) - log z* we have 0«+ i ~ r « -*

and —log 0t~log t. Thus

J(t)~ 1 if 9 > -1,

~ log**     ifq = — 1,

~ i"«"1    if? < -1,

so by (3.4)

73(0 2 z"l+"<u'-1'2)   if? =pw-p/2+\ > -1,

(3.5) ~í"-2logí    if ̂  =pw-p¡2+\ = -1,

~ i""2 if g =pw-p/2+l < -I.

To complete the proof of the lemma it suffices to show

(3.6) £(0+72(0 = 0(f"-2)
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because then I3(t)^I(t)^I3(t) + 0(tn-2) so that the lemma follows from (3.5). To

prove (3.6) when n= 1 apply l/(t2+y2)ll2^l/t to the integral for Iy(t) and apply

l/(t2-y2)ll2 = l/t(l-(y/t)2)ll2úl/t(3/A)112, t>2b^2y, to the integral for I2it).

When n = 2 the integrals for Iy(t) and I2(t) do not depend on t so (3.6) is obvious.

When n^3 use (t2-y2)ll2S(t2+y2)ll2út(l+y2)112, t^l-

A. Estimates on the remainder.    From equations (2.2) and (2.12) we have

(4 1)  R    irñ- CM-» f   ^expi-itil+xT^B^iitjl+x2)1'2)
14.1)   KN,a(r, t) - \ltt)        i ^\Az + i//j+;c2\im2o + w + i axi-.-iav

By Lemma 2.1 BN.a(it(l + x2)1<2) is continuous for i>0 and \BN>a(it(l +x2)1,2)| <,

l^jv.al« for f£e>0. Thus if 2a + Ar+ 1 >« the integrand of (4.1) will be in Ly(Rn)

and RN.air, t) will be continuous on {(r, t) : re Rn and f > 0}. Furthermore, we then

have the bound

(4.2) \RNir, 01 ^ t-N-1\BN.a\e^ni2^)-nl2 P (1 +x2)-(2a + w + 1)'2x"-1 <fe

for ? ja £, where oin is the area of the unit sphere in Rn. By Parseval's equality we also

see from (4.1) that RN,a(-, 0 is in L2(Rn) if 2a + N+1 >«/2 and in fact

(4.3) \\RN(-,t)\\2 = 0(t-»-1).

Theorem 4. If Aa>n— 1 we have for each integer A/^0 iAa/

(0 Rn.Á*; t) is continuous on {(r, t) : re Rn and t>0},

(ii) ||/¿,a(., f)||a=0(/-(W+») as /->oo,

(iii) ||ÄWi.(-,0ll- = O(r-(»+*+1))as/-^co,

u>A(?re m = min (w/2, 2a+Af).

Remark. Note that 4a>n— 1 implies 2a+N>n/2 + N—\ so that m=n/2 unless

7V=0 and «>4a.

Proof. Part (ii) follows from (4.3) because Aa>n-l implies 2a + N+I>n/2.

From the expansion (2.10) we have

(4.4) R„,a(r,t)=    2    c*(fl)0'O_V2a+ic(M) + iW>, 0-
Jc=W+l

To finish the proof it suffices to show that each term f(r, t) on the right is con-

tinuous for r>0 and satisfies ||/(-, 0||«o = O(r<m+N+1>).

Inequality (4.2) and the discussion preceding it show that if K is large enough,

the term RN+K.a(rA) meets both requirements. Theorem 3' guarantees that

>l'2a + k(i', 0 will be continuous for />0 provided 2a + k>(n+1)/2. This condition is

automatically satisfied because k^N+l^l and Aa>n — l. Thus it only remains to

show that U2a+k(-,t)\\œ = 0(t-m), k^N+l.

Case m=n/2. In this case 2a + k^2a + N+l £n/2+l. Hence by Theorem 3'

(4.5) U2a+k(-,0U = O(t-'2).
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Case m<n/2. In this case n>4a>n— 1, N=0 and m=2a. Thus we have

n/2+l>2a+l>(/j + l)/2 so that by Theorem 3' ||<Aaa+i(-, 0IL = O(r2a). For/c^2

we have 2a + k>n/2+l so that (4.5) holds.

5. Conclusion. Writing equation (2.11) with zV=0 and noting that C0(a)

= (2/-n)112 we have

(5.1) WW) = W^M'. 0 + *o>. 0.       t > 0.

Applying Theorems 3, 3' and 4 to this we obtain the following corollaries.

Corollary 5.1. Fix a>(n-l)/4 and 2^/7<oo. Then for every r^O, Wtt<¡ is in

£,(*») iff2a-(n+l)/2> - l/p in which case \\ rVtJJ>~(2/7r)^2\\</,2a(-, t)\\„ so that

\\WtJp ~ tnlpr"'2 if(p,a)eSx,

~ (log t)llptnlpt~nl2 if(p, a) e S2,

Ä tl-2at(n-2)lp if(p,a)eS3,

where

Sx = {(p,a):p(2a-(n + 2)/2) > -2 and p ^ 2},

52 = {(/>, a):p(2a-(n + 2)/2) = -2 andp > 2},

53 = {(p,a):p(2a-(n + 2)/2) < -2 andp(2a-(n+l)/2) > -1}

are the regions shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1

Remark. If n = 2 the decay rate of || WUa\p in the region S3 does not depend on/7

and if n = 1 faster decay rates in the region S3 are obtained by taking smaller values

of p keeping a fixed. With these exceptions, one has the rule that for fixed values of

a, increasing/7 increases the decay rate of || Wt,0||p.

Corollary 5.2. 7/n+l=4a>«-l then Wta(r) is unbounded along the cone

r=t>0. If4a>n + l then

(i) Wtta(r) is continuous on {(r, t) e Rn + 1 : (r, t)^(0, 0)},
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(ii) Wt¡ais inLx(Rn)for t>0 and

Wt.aU ~ t-nl2 if4a^n + 2,

~ cnJx~2a     if 4a ^ n + 2,

where cn,a = 22a-1-nl2T(2a-(n + l)/2)/r(i).

Remark. Using Equation (2.3) with [1, Equation 20, page 24, volume 2] one has

r*-«'2Ka_nl2(r)
(5.2) W0,a(r) =

2«-1Y(á)

which is unbounded at r = 0 if 2a-¿n. Thus it it necessary to exclude the origin in

part (i) unless 2a>n. If 2a>n then (1 +x2)~a is in Lx(Rn) so it is easily seen from

equation (1.1) that Wtia(r) is continuous for all (r, t) in £n + 1.

Proof of Corollary 5.1. Using p ^ 2 we have

|£0,a(-, 01? =    f     Ka(*. 0|2|^0,a(^ Ol""2 dxx- ■ ■ dxn(5.3) JRn

Ú   ||£o.a(-,OI|P»-2||Äo,a(-,OI|I.

Since a>(n-1)/4 this is finite by Theorem 4. Therefore it follows from (5.1) that

Wtia is in £p(£n) iff <M-, 0 »s in £„(£"). By Theorem 3 this is so iff 2a-(n+1)/2

>'-\/p.

Now assume 2a—(n+l)/2> — l/p. Since p^2 this implies 2a>n/2 so that by

Theorem 4 ||£0,o(-, 0IL = O(r(n,2 + 1)). Also by Theorem 4 we have ||£0.o(-, 0||a

= 0(t~1) and hence from (5.3) it follows that |£0.a(-, OIIp = 0('_'1) where

h = (n/2+l)(l-2/p) + 2/p = n/2+l-n/p. Using this with Theorem 3 it is straight-

forward to complete the proof.

Proof of Corollary 5.2. Only part (i) requires explanation. Since W_t¡íl(r) equals

the complex conjugate of Wt¡a(r), it follows from Theorems 3' and 4 that Wt¡a(r) is

continuous on {(r, t):reRn and i#0}. By equation (2.3) and Lebesgue's dominated

convergence theorem, Wt¡a(r) is continuous on {(r, t): f^O and t e £}. Combining

these results gives part (i).
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